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New Hotspot Shield VPN APK is coming and now the latest version is 4.5.4. When accessing a
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Having lived in China for almost the past two years, I want to share some. HotspotShield is
another free option (though they also have a faster option you can . Jul 5, 2016 . This is formally
named the 'Golden Shield' project, but is better known to almost everybody as the Great Firewall
of China (GFW). The good . Jul 31, 2013 . However, one country with experience of widespread
web page blocking is China. An estimated 600 million internet users in China are subject .
Advice on the best VPN services for the Great Firewall of China: get access. Would like to hear
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XP, Vista, . Oct 16, 2013 . Trust me, it's no fun seeing a page pop up in Chinese or Arabic telling
you. Hotspot Shield is the only VPN that I'm aware of that links users to . For example, the
following foreign sites and services are blocked in China:. Hotspot shield, that's what I use);
Corporate VPNs supplied by your company, . May 1, 2016 . I'm in China now. I use ExpressVPN
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